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ABSTRACT 

During last few decades the discourse of development has been experiencing a 

shift away from the era of ―Lewisian path‖, from capital-centric and growth-

centric trickle down trajectory, towards ―targeted intervention‖. The idea of 

―inclusive growth‖ to generate quantity and quality of employment and ensure 

basic ―entitlement‖ and ―capability‖ has been prominent. In this context, informal 

sector, with increasing limit of agriculture and formal manufacturing sector in 

employment generation, emerges as a potential candidate for income and 

employment creation. The idea of ―transition‖ to solve the problem of ―modern- 

traditional dualism‖ through expansion of modern sector seems less convincing, 

and, instead of being withered away, informal sector has become an important 

segment of governance to mediate a ―modern-traditional symbiosis‖. However, 

such a sector is extremely heterogeneous and complex and embedded within the 

traditional socio-economic-political-cultural framework of majorly ―subsistence‖ 

or ―need economy‖. This study explores the dynamic linkages not only between 

formal and informal sector, it also traces the relationship between the different 

segments within the informal sector namely OAME, NDME, DME.  

On the basis of this study, we find close linkages between formal sector and the 

urban informal sector. Due to the dynamic modern characteristics of the urban 

informal sector, it engages with the formal sector primarily through the relation of 

sub-contracting. Thus there exist supply as well as demand side linkages between 

these two segments of the economy. And the rural segment of the informal sector 

and the formal sector are not associated except both use the common natural 

resources. Since both extract from the common resource pool and use common 

raw materials, these two segments are engaged  in conflicting relationship. Thus 

when the formal sector grows, it uplifts the urban informal sector by incorporating 

it in it‘s expand dynamics but the rural informal sector, particularly the petty 

informal activities shrink. Together all these, we conclude increasing 

immeserisation of the OAME during the last three decades or so. Since, the 
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unorganised manufacturing sector is pre-dominated by the OAME segment; we 

basically are seeing the immeserising growth of the informal sector. 

Keywords:  Informal sector, formal-informal linkages,  manufacturing,  India, 

Liberalisation 

 
1. Introduction: 

The inter-sectoral relationship of the (in)formal economy sharing the ‗non-agricultural 

economic spaces‘ vis-à-vis with the agriculture comes straight forward when the process of the 

development is questioned. For the complete understanding of this sector, these relation-ships are 

now far more important from the development policy perspective. The linkages between the formal 

and the informal sector have a significant influence on determining the level of employment and out 

of the informal sector. Dichotomising the urban informal sector into traditional and modern segment, 

an approach to formulate a relationship between formal and informal sector of the economy had been 

initiated (Ranis and Stewart, 1999). The traditional sector has been seen as low capital centric and 

with low labour-productive sector where the modern informal sector is where the capital driven, 

advanced dynamic technology is used and higher skilled enriched labour productivity generates 

substantial in-come/profit. The linkage with the formal sector too also differs with respect when it 

comes to consumer market or producer market. In the former (consumer) market, the conflict arises as 

the modern informal sector and formal sector directly engage themselves into competition whereas 

the traditional informal sector serves as the supply segment to the low end consumers. On the 

producer market, modern traditional sector serves a complementary relationship with the formal 

sector being involved in a sub-contracting relationship. Thus in the modern times, due its dynamic 

capability of generating substantial employment outside the sector of agriculture, informal sector has 

been in the core locus of development paradigm for the mainstream policy makers as well as 

alternative advocators of development. Instead of considering formal sector to be capable enough for 

growing on its own, for the ‘inclusive growth‘ the current development paradigm researchers 

consider informal sector as competent enough and proposed for the improvement of this sector 

(Marjit & Kar, 2011; NCEUS, 2007; Mitra, 2011; Bangassar, 2000). 

The current dominant paradigm of development acknowledges the long persistence of non-

agricultural informal sector and considers it as a ‘dispersed development engine‘, the promotion of 

which is an important part of the so called agenda of ‘inclusive growth‘. However, any analysis 

concerning informal sector and any policy towards its promotion cannot neglect the fact that it is 

situated within an economy dominated by agriculture and most importantly modern capitalist 

formal sector. Thus it becomes a crucial issue that needs to be thoroughly examined to trace the 

changing paradigm of development shifting its focus from formal sector-centric ‘trickle-down‘ 

trajectory to ‘development management‘ promoting the informal sector. 

2. Literature Review: 

Harris and Todaro [12] recognized that rural-urban migration in a Lewisian ―dual economy‖ 

[16] may continue in condition of open urban unemployment. Hart [13] introduced the concept of 

urban ―informal economy‖ as a site of economic activities of the ―working poor‖. Ranis and Stewart 

[27] presented a disaggregated model of developing economy- rural sector, urban formal sector, a 

dynamic informal sub-sector with linkages to formal sector and a traditional static informal sector, 

but still with an optimism of a delayed process of integration of informal. Then active government 

intervention to re-habilitate the marginalized ―surplus humanity‖ [11] were increasingly advocated. 

In Indian context a bulk of literature studied and explored different aspects of informal sector. A most 

comprehensive policy document is NCEUS Report 2007 [24], which specifically empathized on 

―targeted policy‖ for informal sector as a site of governance for ―inclusive growth‖ and ―employment 

maximization‖. 
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 In literature, a lot of work has been directed to analyse the interaction between informal 

sector and the agriculture but a few has been there to analyse formal-informal sector relationship in 

particular. It‘s been argued by scholars that informal manufacturing sector is negatively associated 

with the organised sector [19] and positively associated with urban poverty [20]. The mainstream 

view is that there exists a demand side or supply side linkage between formal and informal sector 

and thus attribute complementarity between the two sectors [25]. According to the structuralist view, 

the very existence of the informal sector is due to the urge of the capitalist firms to reduce input and 

labour cost [22]. This complementary relationship is found either through forward linkages or 

backward linkages. The forward linkage implies that the formal sector directly use the product 

produced by the informal sector or vice-versa. The informal sector‘s backward linkages to the formal 

sector happen through the channel of subcontracting. The petty commodity producers produce the 

required inputs for the capitalist firms of the formal sector. Since both the informal and formal sector 

share the common or same market for products, a section of the informal sector literature argues that 

there exists a demand-side conflicting relationship between the formal and informal sector [28]. In 

connection to the idea of ‘relative surplus population‘, concept developed by Marx, some scholars 

term informal sector as ‘surplus population‘ where mutual exploitation as a survivalist strategies 

among the increasing population of the developing nations [11]. This aspect of the informal sector is 

connected to the Marx‘s idea of the process of relegating a huge section of the economy to precarious 

forms of employment [29]. 

 Saumya Chakrabarti [7] analyzed the interaction of informal and formal sector of the Indian 

economy in relation to the other economic activity and considering the whole informal sector and 

using the empirical analysis concluded that ―There is a positive relation between formal sector and 

urban informal sector due to demand- and supply-side linkages‖. This aspect of concurrent paradigm 

of ‘inclusive development‘ in the Indian economy also been put forward in terms of ‘development by 

dispossession‘ [4]. Using a framework of general equilibrium, Marjit [17] analyzed the ‘market-driven 

resource allocation‘ between the two segments — informal and the formal of the economy and this 

leads to conflict of interest in the economy. In all these analysis, it is argued that agriculture plays a 

key and significant role when formal and informal sector relationship is considered. 

 By developing a framework based on class-qua-surplus Snehashih Bhattacharya [5] analyzed 

the process of creation, appropriation and distribution of surplus in the Indian informal 

manufacturing enterprises and pointed to ―an embedded dualism between the capitalist and the non-

capitalist enterprises in the informal sector‖. He argued that the non-capitalist space of the informal 

sector also produces net surplus value which is only used for consumption purpose only rather than 

for accumulation where as in contrast the capitalist in-formal firms helps in accumulation by 

reproducing on an ‘expanded scale‘. The inherently exclusionary process of current development/ 

growth in India is encouraging to increase the relative poverty in the informal sector. This reality is 

been widely accepted by planning commission or NECUS reports.1 Through the aspect of labour 

productivity and capital mobility and prioritising the role of complete capital mobility among the 

sectors, Marjit and Kar [18] have shown that ―downsizing of the capital intensive import competing 

sector may lead to increased output in the labour-intensive informal segment and rise in informal 

wage‖.  

 In Indian case, some informal and formal enterprises or firms are linked through the 

outsourcing, and thus exists complementary relationship be-tween them [26]. An informal firm can 

benefit by having a production linkage with a formal enterprise under the trade liberalisation [2]. 

Ranis and Steward [27] also talked about how these linkages can lead to improvement within the 

informal sector itself. In the African context, some studies have shown that how size of the informal 

activities can be positively benefited from the sub-contracting of the informal firm with the formal 

enterprises. ([14], [1]). 
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 In the backdrop of liberalisation and labour flexibility [30] study of Indian manufacturing 

sector shows the ―effect of labour-market restrictions on the complementarity or substitutability 

between formal and informal manufacturing activity as well as on how trade liberalization affects 

informal manufacturing activity‖. In India, flexible labour market tends to shift the terms of structural 

change in the liberalized period skewed towards the formal sector [23]. In case of Indian 

manufacturing sector more labour-intensive segments of the formal sector exhibit a positive 

relationship with the informal sector activities [30]. 

2.1  Formal sector -agriculture -informal sector interaction: 

 Researchers have argued the informal sector as a dynamic sector and a major source of 

subsistence outside the modern formal sector and agriculture. Saith [28] argued that there is a deep 

relationship —a virtuous between petty agriculture and the labour-intensive informal sector. The 

Indian agrarian distressed has helped for an expansion of the petty informal sector and this informal 

sector has helped the distressed agriculture and has thus survived [15]. A casual look at the Indian 

data shows that in the post liberalisation period, the agricultural output is growing moderately and 

the organised/formal sector employment is almost stable, though the value of output in the formal 

sector manufacturing is rising. This pushes for a re-look at the formal sector and agriculture 

relationship. The value of output in the informal sector manufacturing sector is rising steadily. By 

accommodating all these observations, this can be argued that due to the rising capital intensity in 

the formal sector , it is leading to retarding employment generation and hence the shortfall in the 

demand of food. So, it is important to include informal sector in agriculture-formal sector industry 

linkages/relationship1.  

Following the ‗segmented labour market‘ approach, it has been argued that as the formal 

sector squeezes, it helps in pushing the ‗surplus labour‘ to flow from formal to informal sector. And in 

this process, the prevailing wages in the informal sector gets reduced. Ultimately, with the fall of 

factor cost price in the production, informal sector expands itself ([27],[17],[18],[9]).  In short, supply-

side constraint is at the core theme of these studies. In the backdrop of agricultural supply constraints, 

as the formal sector and the urban informal sector grow using the resources from the agriculture, it 

creates a fundamental conflict in the short run between the formal sector and the informal sector [8] 

and between the rural non-farm sector and urban informal sector [6]. 

 Chakraborty & Kundu [8] in their paper addresses the issues of potential-creation (output 

and employment) in industry and realization of this potential. Taking into account different aspects 

such as inventory stock of food, inter-sector al capital flow, savings and distinctly analyzing the 

sources of demand i.e. redistribution and the supply-side contribution of agriculture to the industry, 

it concludes the complementariness between the two sectors2.  

Following the literature, we can trace the plausible associations between formal sector and informal 

sector: 

• This association could be complementary. 

• There might exist a demand-side conflict. 

                                                           
1 “Since both formal and informal sector coexist and cater to the common or segmented markets either staying independently or through 

interlinked process, the growth of the informal sector is affected by various micro and macro-economic policies pertaining to formal sector 

of the economy. As a large portion of the labour force is concentrated within the informal sector [in India], any policy initiatives pertaining 

to the formal sector affect both labour and capital-market of informal non-agricultural sector [18]. More-over, agriculture plays a pivotal role 
in this interlinked circuit. On the one hand, agriculture acts as a supply side factor providing agro-raw materials for production and wage 

goods to the workers of both formal and informal sector; on the other hand, it creates demand for both consumer and capital goods through 

farm – nonfarm linkages. Hence, agriculture is also an integral part of this supply and demand- driven growth of informal sector.” 
2 “…without any exogenous expansion of food-supply, the formal sector cannot expand in real terms, a mere expansion of food-supply by 

itself does not in any way guarantee an expansion in the demand for the formal sector output and hence, cannot guarantee its own expansion 

in the formal sector either”.  
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• Formal sector and informal sector could be two disconnected entities. 

3. Data source and methodology: 

We use primarily the secondary data on the formal sector as well as informal sector and the 

agricultural sector for our analysis. Since informal manufacturing sector is at the core of our analysis, 

this limits our study. We have, across the states and industry group cross section and over-time 

secondary data for the informal sector provided by the NSSO (quinquennial rounds based) for the pre 

and post liberalisation period (1990). We use unorganised manufacturing sector data provided by 

NSSO as a proxy for the informal sector. So, for our analytical purpose, we primarily use unit level 

data of NSSO 51st round (1994-95), 56th round (1999-00) and 62nd round (2005-06). Moreover, for some 

comparison purpose NSSO 55th round (2000) and NSSO 67th round (2010-11) data of the informal 

sector. Corresponding year data of formal or organised manufacturing sector data are taken from 

Annual Survey of India (ASI). Various net state domestic product data are taken from EPW-RF. 

Population data that we use is taken from various Economic Surveys. 

 For segregation, we will start with ASI. We look at the variations of the inter-sectoral relations 

in India across major states and over time, especially the very nature of this relation of the formal 

sector-urban informal sector and formal sector-rural informal sector. For the whole analysis we use 

unorganised manufacturing sector as a proxy for the whole non-agricultural informal sector. For our 

empirical analysis of the relation between the organised and rural-urban unorganised manufacturing 

sector and between organised and different segments of informal sector in the presence of other 

activities, we consider the following variables as dependent variables: total no of urban unorganised 

manufacturing enterprises, total no of workers, gross value added, fixed asset and the same for the 

rural section. The other variables that we will take into account are like: total no of organised 

manufacturing enterprises, total no of workers, gross value added, fixed asset and NSDP, NSDP for 

agriculture, share of marginal holdings in total holdings for different state level. Since agriculture is 

an influential factor in formal sector-informal sector relationship, we use NSDP from agriculture data. 

Pooling data for different states across rural-urban location, we calculate partial correlation 

coefficients to measure the dynamics of association between formal sector and informal sector and 

between formal sector and different segments of informal sector as well. Then depending on these 

correlations and also other variables using the same pooled data, we run OLS different regressions 

based on LSDV technique taking into account those relevant variables which pass/qualify our 

correlation-coefficient test involving formal sector, informal sector and other sectors to find out the 

extend of variations of informal sector with the change in formal sector. Before using any regression 

model, we have used Ramsey RESET test to make sure that there is no non-linearity in the equation 

specification.  

 For the NSSO periods 1989-90 and 1994-95, we consider 16 major states and for NSSO periods 

2000-01 and 2005-06, we consider 19 major states. The states are –Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Gu-

jrat, Haryana, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharastra, Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan, 

Tamilnadu, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, Delhi and Chattisgarh, Jharkhand, Uttaranchal. The reason 

behind partial to these states is that during the post-liberalisation study periods i.e. for the NSSO 

periods 1994-95, 2000-01, 2005-06 these states account for the 98.26%, 97.31%, 97.46% share in the total 

unorganised manufacturing employment in India respectively. 

4. Description of variables and analysis: 

 For the variables of the year 2010-11, the source is the NSSO 62nd round of informal sector. 

The variables used for this sections are as follows: value added of the rural informal sector (va_in_r), 

value added of the urban informal sector (va_in_u),value added of the informal sector (va_in), value 

added of the organised sector (va_org), net state domestic product from agriculture (nsdp_agr), net 
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state domestic product from service (nsdp_ser), aggregate net state domestic product (nsdp), 

population (pol). 

Correlation Marix: 

  Va_org Va_in_r Va_in_u Va_in Nsdp_agr Nsdp_ser nsdp 

Va_in_r 0.271 1 
    

  

Va_in_u 0.8536* 0.4536 1 
   

  

Va_in 0.7801* 0.6905* 0.9578* 1 
  

  

Nsdp_agr 0.2886 0.8177* 0.4018 0.5897* 1 
 

  

Nsdp_ser 0.8409* 0.5603 0.9315* 0.9366* 0.4493 1   

nsdp 0.8705* 0.6130** 0.8985* 0.9269* 0.5765 0.9758* 1 

pol 0.3833 0.9266* 0.5409 0.7378* 0.8473* 0.5775 0.6494 

Note: *,**,*** represent 1%, 5%, 10% level of significance respectively 

Table 1: Effect of productivity of formal sector on informal sector

 

 

From the above correlation matrix and the three regression results (Table 1), it clearly shows 

that the behavioural pattern of the rural and urban segment of the informal sector is completely in 

contrast. That the dichotomous behaviour of rural and urban sector exists in the informal sector 

analysis. 

The main target here is to look ––if we control the overall economy i.e., the nsdp and the 

population, how the behavioural pattern of the different segments of the informal sector changes with 

the behavioural pattern of the formal or organised sector. Inferring the results, if we control the nsdp 

and the population variable, the rural segment of the informal sector is negatively explained by the 

formal sector and the explanation is significant whereas this relationship is significantly positive 

between the urban segment of the informal sector and the formal sector. And considering the whole 

informal sector, this relationship is not explained significantly by the activity of the formal sector.  
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Now it is need to be checked whether this strikingly different pattern of the rural and urban 

in-formal sector is typically a one period phenomenon or this is the continuous pattern in the Indian 

informal sector. So, again we have done a same set of analysis taking the cross sectional data for the 

NSSO 67th round (2010-11) which provides us a complete data for the informal sector like as NSSO 

55th round (1999-00). And we get same contrasting result as before. So, this contrasting behavior 

within the different segments of the informal sector is a characteristics pattern of the Indian economy 

that also comes out of the previous regression results. 

4.1  Dichotomy in the informal sector: 

In the following analysis, we look at the impact of organised sector employment (prsn_or), 

urban informal sector employment (wk_in_u) and nsdp from service sector (nsdp_ser) on the rural 

informal sector employment (wk_in_r). Similarly, we look at the impact of organised sector 

employment, rural informal sector employment and nsdp from service sector on the urban informal 

sector employment. Basically, we trace pattern of these explanatory variables on rural and urban 

informal sector employment. 

For these purpose, we use state level data from NSSO 55th and 67th rounds. As stated earlier, we select 

only 19 states for this analysis as used earlier. We pooled the data over these two NSSO periods. Here 

d_67 represents the dummy variable. 

Table 2: Effect on the employment of different segments of informal sector 
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4.2 Formal-informal sector linkages: 

Given the dichotomous relation within the informal sector as shown in the last section, the 

rural and urban informal sectors are bisected into two dimension—only DMEs and other section 

consists of all enterprises without DMEs. The data sources are NSSO 51st, 56th, 62nd round. For each 

regression we follow the robust process and checked for multi-colinearity using the LSDV 

techniques. 

Table 3: Effect on the employment on rural and 

urban  informal sector without DME 

Table 4: Effecr on the productivity on rural and 

urban informal sector without DME 

  Regression results from table 4 shows an inverse relation between rural informal sector and 

urban informal sector with respect to the organised sector after controlling all economic variables. 

Again with respect to the NSDP from agriculture, same contrasting result prevails. Looking at the 

probable influence of the employment of the rural informal sector and the value added in the urban 

informal sector on the rural informal sector, one can find interesting contrast in formal-informal 

sector relation. 

To have more rigorous analysis of the probable effect of the formal/organised sector on the 

rural as well as urban informal sector we look into the subsequent regressions. 

Going through the regression analysis 10-13 as depicted in table 5 and table 6, it is prominent 

that urban informal sector variables cannot significantly explain the behaviour of the variables 

pertaining to the informal sector activities. This with the other regression results establish the fact 

that rural sector is close linkages with the agricultural sector and the overall population but is hardly 

associated with the urban informal sector or with the organised/formal sector.  
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Table 5: Estimating the effect on 

the employment of one segment 

of informal sector on another 

Table 6: Estimating the effect on the productivity of one 

segment of informal sector on another 

 

4.3 Intersectoral dynamics of informal sector 

Here we consider the unorganised manufacturing data of India economy after the 

implementation of different policy measures during the liberalisation era. We compare between the 

OAME, NDME and DME separately to have an insight about their relation with the other sectors of 

the economy. The comparison period consists of the NSSO three rounds data of the un-organised 

manufacturing sector namely NSSO 51st round (1994-95), 56th round (2000-01) and 62nd round (2005-

06). In regression 14-16, we regress the worker of different segments of informal sector i.e. OAME, 

NDME and DME separately on non-agricultural nsdp/nsdp (nsdp_nagr_ndp) and population 

(pol). Here population acts as a proxy for overall state size. In regression 17-19, we regress the value 

added of different segments of informal sector i.e. OAME, NDME and DME separately on 

agricultural nsdp/population (nsdp_agr_pol), non-agricultural nsdp/population (nsdp_nagr_pol) 

and population (pol). Doing so, we compare the relation between the OAME or NDME or DME 

with the agriculture and the non-agriculture and the population. In most of the cases, insignificance 

of the dummy variables shows the stable relationship over the time. 

Table 7: Estimating inter-sectoal dynamics of informal sector 
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The above analysis shows a contrasting result—while the NDMEs and DMEs are closely and 

positively related with non-agricultural NSDP, the OAMEs are closely related with the overall size of 

population. The reason of this conflicting relationship could be OAMEs are independent of the 

activities of industrial and service sectors or the growth of these sectors have a negative impact on the 

OAMEs.  

4.4 Influence of the formal sector on the unorganised sector: 

Here we contrast the effect of formal sector on different segments of the informal 

manufacturing sector.  

Table 8: Estimating influence of the formal sector on informal sector 

 

From the above analysis, given the inter-sectoral influences, there exist contradictory results 

as the relations of OAMEs, NDMEs and DMEs are concerned with the organised sector. Controlling 

all the inter-sectoral aspects and overall populations, negative relation persists between the formal 

sector and OAMEs but a positive relation among NDMEs and DMEs with the formal sector.  

5. Discussion and conclusion:  

This put us to critically look at the mark of progress in the era of so called ‘inclusive 

development‘ as the far as the relation between the formal and the informal sectors are concerned. So 

far we have seen that there has been a mark of progress in the organised or formal sector. Now 

against this sign of progress, the OAMEs are shrinking both in terms of employment and the value 

added but not the NDMEs or DMEs. Now if the mark of progress of the formal sector inducing one 

segment of the informal sector to be contracted, then this should also be reflected on the other 

segments of the informal sector. But we have seen that OAMEs and the establishments are behaving 

in opposite direction. Hence this confirms an inverse relationship between the OAME and the 

formal/organised sector. So the formal sector and its allied activities are giving the negative push 
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against the OAMEs. And this is the reason why we have seen the deteriorating conditions of the 

OAMEs in the earlier analysis. The possible reason could be that the expansion of formal sector and 

its allied sector as well as the urban informal establishment is happening at the cost of agricultural 

squeezing. In fact, modern unorganised segments of the informal sector are closely associated with 

the modern agriculture and the OAMEs are primarily related to the small scale agriculture or petty 

agricultural activities. And this resource drain, the root cause of ―immiserising growth‖ of the 

OAMEs, is negated in case of NDMEs/ DMEs as these sectors can rip the benefit of the formal sector 

association due its technology and other comparative production advantages. The modern formal 

sector pull the establishments from immiserisation but push the OAMEs towards it and thus proves 

the existence of supply side conflict between the formal sector and the OAME sector. 

Now, from all the analysis above we have found that with the expansion of formal/organised 

sector, though the relative size of the rural informal sector shrinks but there has been an expansion in 

the urban informal sector after appropriate controlling of the relevant variables. Since the urban 

informal sector, induced by the formal sector, is moving towards more value adding, is this shows an 

‗inclusive‘ expansion and/or transition within the Indian economy? One important thing here is that 

with the expansion of the formal sector, the urban informal sector is being benefited as the absolute or 

relative size has increased but the impact on the productivity variables is somewhat ambiguous, it 

does not clearly shows a positive movement. And earlier, while we did some tabular analysis, we 

have seen that in case of urban informal sector the firm size were not substantially affected under the 

period of study. Increasing labour and capital productivity and the capital-labour ratio—these are all 

the indicator of possibility of accumulation and growth. And in the formal/organised sector, we can 

find the increasing picture of all these indicators. If we put this two picture side by side, in one hand 

the situation of the formal sector and in other hand the situation of the informal sector, we can see 

that either there is a no development with respect to the surplus generation in the informal sector or a 

deterioration of the informal sector—which leads to some formal-informal sector conflict. Only there 

has been some change in the sectorial composition within the informal sector but not the overall 

improvement despite an expansion of the formal sector. 

The probable reason could be – as the formal sector grows it draws raw material from the 

agriculture as well as from the informal sector for its low cost and hence growth of formal sector 

induces growth of urban informal sector which in turn uses the raw materials from the agriculture 

itself. Thus it creates agricultural supply constrains which results in the ‗immeserising gowth‘ of rural 

informal sector particularly for OAMEs. Hence there exists a conflicting relationship between the 

rural informal sector and the formal sector as well as with the urban informal sector. 
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